The 1999 Shot Peening and Blast Cleaning Workshop

Albuquerque, New Mexico was the site of our ninth annual shot peening and blast cleaning workshop and trade show. We welcomed 117 attendees from around the world including Taiwan, Singapore and Mexico.

Over the three day workshop, participants attended classes in four basic categories including Shot Peening, Blast Cleaning, Turbine/Wheel Machines and Air Blast Machines. There was also ample time for networking and socializing—the workshop provides a rare opportunity to meet people with similar interests that work across the country, maybe even across the globe.

Almen gage practice and the Level I and II shot peening exams were held on the last day of the workshop. Thirty-nine participants took the Level I exam at the end of the workshop; four people took the Level II exam.

We’ve included a list of attendees and lots of photos from the workshop and trade show in this newsletter; look for more on our web site at www.shotpeener.com.

We’re close to a decision on the location for the 2000 workshop. Watch for information at the web site and in upcoming newsletters. Make plans to join us in 2000.
A Salute to Our 1999 Workshop Attendees and Instructors

Adam, Francois
National Metal Finishing

Adamik, Mitoslav
GE Int'l. Aircraft Engines

Akhtar, Milton
Embraer

Al Farha, Sam
USF Surface Preparation

Alexander, Harolton
Englehard Surface Tech.

Al-Sahtari, Omar Jamal
Royal Jordanian-Engine

Anderson, Tom
Engineered Abrasives

Avci, Turgut
Tusas Engine Industries

Blackstone, Don
Blastworks Inc.

Borjeson, Lars
Volvo Aero Corporation

Brinkley, Gary
Clemco Industries Corp.

Brown, Peter
GE Aircraft Engines

Chambers, Jim
Blastworks Inc.

Choo, L.F.
LAC Technology Pte. Ltd.

Choy, T.S.
Wyne-Tech Int'l. Inc.

Clark, William
Progressive Technologies

Clark, Jonathan
Delta Airlines

Cockrell, Jack
Howmet Corporation

Cormier, Drew
GE Aircraft Engines

Cowles, Loren
Rapids Tumble Finish Inc.

De La Garza, Jesus
Equipos De Abrazion Para Metales

Ditoro, Michael
GE Aircraft Engines

Diverty, Dan
USF Surface Preparation

Dykstra, Ken
Surface Automation Systems

Elliott, Andrew
Praxair Surface Technologies

Ellis, Robert
GE Aircraft Engines

Erkan, Unsal
Tusas Engine Industries

Fang, Roger
Wyne-Tech Int'l. Inc.

Faria, Vanderlei
Embraer

Fellman, Doug
Engineered Abrasives

Fincher, Jay
Delta Airlines

Fontana, Ray
National Metal Finishing

Fortin, Serge
Empire Abrasive Equip.

Fring, Craig C.
National Metal Finishing

Fritz, Peter
3M Corporation

Galovic, Drazen
C. P. Tech Inc.

Gorden, Shawn
Clemco Industries Corp.

Grelle, Brent
Chromalloy Dallas

Guthmiller, Steve
Midwestern Machine

Hagan, Thomas
Delta Airlines

Huggins, Ron
GE Aircraft Engines

Igdeci, Sudru
Tusas Engine Industries

Johnson, Lyndon
USF Surface Preparation

Jordan, Kyle
Delavan

Juteau, Daniel
National Metal Finishing Canada

Kim, John
Engelhard Surface Tech.

Kim, David
GE Aircraft Engines

Larson, Curt
Potters Industries Inc.

Larsson, Per
Volvo Aero Corporation

Laursen, Werner
Volvo Aero Norway

Lee, Jau-Shing
AEF AIDC

Lewis, Jeff
Southwest United Industries

Liu, Jake W.
GE AE Asia Resourcing

Lloyd, Will
Empire Abrasive Equip.

Lundhholm, Goran
CSM Materialteknik AB

McCoy, Brian
IDS Blast Finishing

McCullough, Mark
General Electric

McKay, Todd
National Flight Services

Mikkelsen, Earl
USF Wheelabrator

Milbrandt, Larry
GE Aircraft Engines

Minshall, Cynthia
Midland Steel Products

Mitwali, Fayez
Royal Jordanian-Engine

Moallem, Bahman
Con Met

Morgan, Tony
Praxair Surface Technologies

Nesaratnam, Sabapathy
Engelhard Surface Technology

Niccum, Brent
3M

Nogueira, Jose Carlos
Embraer

Nowland, Ray
Taydor Engineers/ Wheelabrator Abrasives

Olbrantz, Mark
Taydor Engineers/ Wheelabrator Abrasives

Patton, Keith
Engineered Abrasives
Dwight Lutsko, Jet Wheelblast, prepares to teach his class.

Workshop Instructors

Pete Bailey
Electronics Incorporated

Charlie Mason
BF Goodrich Landing Gear

Bill Barker
Progressive Technologies

Joe McGreal
Ervin Industries

Tom Briere
Pangborn Corporation

Dennis Mink
USF Impact Finishers

Dr. John Cammett
Naval Aviation Depot

John Pokorski
Wheelabrator

Dave Cooper
Blastworks

Larry Pope
WS Tyler

Dan Dickey
DeLong Equipment

Greg Rabel
Midwestern Industries

Bob Ellis
GE Aircraft Engine

Jerry Seyka
EMI, Inc.

David Gardiner
BAe

Gene Tarabek
Tarabek Inc.

Bobb Gillespie
Premier Shot Company

Herb Tobben
Clemco/Zerob Products

Dale Lombardo
GE Aircraft Engines

Jim Whalen
Progressive Technologies

Dwight Lutsko
Jet Wheelblast Equipment

Electronics Incorporated

Staff
Trade Show 1999

Thank you to our exhibitors—16 companies displayed their products and services.

Trade Show Exhibitors

Baiker AG
Blastworks Inc.
DeLong Equipment
Electronics Inc.
Engineered Abrasives
Ervin Industries
Frohn North America
Malyn Industrial Ceramics Inc.
Pangborn Corporation
Potters Industries
Premier Shot Company
Progressive Technologies
SEPW Ceramic Beads and Powders
WS Tyler
Wheelabrator and USF Impact Finishers
Zerol/Clemco Products
Trade Show 1999 con’t.
Scenes from Workshop 1999